Approximate Travel Time: **45 MINUTES**

1. Follow Highway 10 to the top of the hill in Prescott.
2. At the stoplight, turn left onto Highway 29.
3. Follow Highway 29 through River Falls.
4. Continue on Highway 29, following the signs to Spring Valley. Crystal Cave is just west of the village, on the south (right) side of Highway 29.

⚠️ GPS

We would like to warn you that when using our address, most GPS navigation will direct you about 3 miles west of our actual location. If you would like exact directions to our location, we would recommend using GPS coordinates, which pinpoint a very specific location.

If interested in using GPS coordinates to locate us, enter as specified by your GPS model. 44.834151° LAT,-92.256521° LON (+44° 50’ 1.97”, -92° 15’ 25.93”)
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